1. Fire hydrants shall not be installed in existing or proposed sidewalks.
2. Fire hydrant shall be located outside of curb returns and a minimum of 4' from driveways approach radius.
3. Out-of-service fire hydrants shall be completely covered with black plastic.
4. Fire hydrant bury depth shall be no more than 6'. Offsets, bends, and fittings shall be used as needed to achieve bury depth of 4" to 6".
5. For bury depths between 4' and 6' grade lock, ductile iron fittings, or extensions shall be used for grade adjustments. No more than one extension kit shall be used.
6. For bury depths greater than 6", a flanged vertical shide/entry shall be used with a flg x flg ductile iron pipe and a 90° bend see illustration on "blow off using hydrant detail".
7. Gate valve shall be installed per gate valve detail and restrained to nearest fitting unless otherwise shown on the plans.
8. Fire hydrants shall indicate manufacture date and be manufactured in the same year as installation.
9. Service lines on fire hydrant leads are prohibited.
10. Fire hydrants shall be set on concrete slab prior to pouring trust block.

11. All public fire hydrants shall be brush painted (do not spray) with 2 coats of Flynt Ready Mixed Aluminum Paint of Greenville, Texas 1-800-473-5968 Silver color only.
12. Install fire hydrant markers for each fire hydrant. See "water line markers" detail.
13. For blow off detail see "blow off using fire hydrant" detail.
14. All products shall be approved by the City of Arlington Water Utilities. See approved product listing.

NOTE: All connections between fire hydrant valve and main shall be flanged or MJ restrained as follows:
1. Special MJ anchoring fittings
2. "grade lock" anchor fittings
3. Retainer glands with MJ bell fittings
4. Swivel solid adapter on concrete cylinder pipe flanged outlet